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Executive summary 

 
Overview This white paper documents the testing and validation of the disaster recovery 

capabilities of VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager with EMC
®
 RecoverPoint, 

and EMC Replication Manager in a Microsoft Exchange 2007 environment.  

Testing included validating the performance of 4,000 very heavy Exchange 2007 
users when replicated to a remote site 100 km away using asynchronous 
RecoverPoint. Using this configuration, both Microsoft Jetstress and Microsoft Load 
Generator were used to validate the performance of Exchange 2007. All Exchange 
performance metrics fell well within the guidelines provided by Microsoft. 

 
Business case Many organizations rely on Microsoft Exchange as the primary method of 

communication across the company. If this application is unavailable, employee 
productivity decreases, which can impact your ability to generate revenue. 

Virtualization offers many benefits, including increased flexibility and utilization, while 
simplifying management and business continuity planning. EMC leverages deep, 
strategic relationships with VMware and Microsoft to produce a tested, validated 
solution to ensure application availability. EMC integrates more products with 
VMware vSphere than does any other storage vendor and leverages this integration 
to create robust solutions that help support your service level agreements. 

 
Key results During this testing: 

 VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager, leveraging EMC RecoverPoint 
replication technology, was successfully used to orchestrate an Exchange 
failover to a remote site. 

 VSS copies of Exchange 2007 were successfully created using RecoverPoint 
continuous data protection (CDP) and Replication Manager. 

 Design considerations for when VMware vSphere 4, Replication Manager, 
RecoverPoint, Site Recovery Manager, and Exchange 2007 were integrated 
into a single solution were discovered and documented. 
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Introduction 

 
Overview The purpose of this document is to validate the integration of VMware vCenter Site 

Recovery Manager (SRM) with EMC RecoverPoint concurrent local and remote 
(CLR) data protection along with EMC Replication Manager in a virtualized 
Exchange 2007 environment on the CLARiiON

®
 CX4-480 platform. 

This white paper includes the following sections: 

Topic See Page 

Technology environment and testing methodology 9 

Solution design 14 

Configuring the solution 20 

Exchange performance in the solution  42 

Conclusion 45 

Appendixes 46 
 

 
Purpose The objectives of this paper are to: 

 Validate the successful failover, reconfiguration, and failback of Exchange 2007 
to a disaster recovery site using SRM and RecoverPoint  

 Validate the integration of Replication Manager, RecoverPoint, and VMware 
vCenter Site Recovery Manager so that you can: 

 Take local replicas using CDP and Replication Manager. 

 Achieve remote failover using CRR and Site Recovery Manager. 

 Validate Exchange 2007 performance during asynchronous RecoverPoint 
replication at a distance of 100 km. 

 
Scope The scope of this white paper includes: 

 Validating VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager with EMC RecoverPoint 
replication technology. 

 Integrating Replication Manager, RecoverPoint, and VMware SRM. 

 Validating Exchange 2007 performance during asynchronous RecoverPoint 
replication at a distance of 100 km. 
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Audience This white paper is intended for: 

 Field personnel who are tasked with deploying similar solutions 

 Customers, including IT planners, storage architects, and those deploying 
similar solutions 

 EMC staff and partners, for guidance and the development of proposals  

This paper also assumes that you are familiar with: 

 VMware and vSphere 4 technology 

 RecoverPoint and Replication Manager 

 
Terminology This document uses the terminology in the following table. 

Term Description 

application set When you create a CDP-protected application set in 
Replication Manager, a corresponding consistency group is 
created automatically. Only consistency groups that are 
created through application set creation can be managed by 
Replication Manager. 

Concurrent local and 
remote (CLR) 

A replication option where RecoverPoint replicates over a 
WAN (IP) or Fibre Channel (FC) to another storage array at a 
remote site.  

Consistency group A RecoverPoint consistency group is a set of SAN-attached 
storage volumes at the production site and disaster recovery 
site configured together to maintain write order consistency.  

Continuous data 
protection (CDP) 

EMC RecoverPoint’s CDP technology continuously tracks 
changes made to protect customer data and provides the 
ability to recover from any change that causes unexpected 
results or the corruption of data. By leveraging CDP 
technology, EMC RecoverPoint provides the ability to return 
to any point in time prior to a disruptive change. 

Continuous remote 
replication (CRR) 

A replication option where RecoverPoint replicates over a 
WAN (IP) or Fibre Channel (FC) to another storage array at a 
remote site.  

Image access In the CDP implementation of RecoverPoint, image access 
refers to providing a target-side host application the 
opportunity to write data to the target-side replication 
volumes, while still keeping track of source changes. 

Image access can be physical (also known as logged), which 
provides access to the actual physical volumes, or virtual, 
with rapid access to a virtual image of the same volumes. 

Journal The RecoverPoint journal stores the data from which the 
point-in-time replica volume is created. A journal consists of 
one or more journal volumes. A journal is required for both 
the source (or production side — the A side) and the target 
side (B side) of a RecoverPoint CDP setup. In Replication 
Manager, you select journal volumes when you create an 
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application set. 

 

Protection group An SRM protection group is a group of virtual machines that 
are failed over together (during testing and actual failover). 
When SRM performs failover, it instructs RecoverPoint to 
operate on all the LUNs of all the virtual machines in the 
protection group. 

Raw device mappings 
(RDM) 

RDM includes a combination of a pointer, which is a .vmdk 
file that resides on a VMFS volume and a physical raw device 
to which the .vmdk points.  

RecoverPoint Storage 
Replication Adapter for 
VMware vCenter Site 
Recovery Manager 
(“RecoverPoint SRA”) 

A software package that allows VMware vCenter Site 
Recovery Manager (SRM) to implement disaster recovery 
using EMC RecoverPoint. The Adapter supports VMware 
vCenter SRM functions, such as failover and failover testing, 
using RecoverPoint as the replication engine.  

Splitter Applications that write data to storage must also write data to 
the RPA. In RecoverPoint, this is handled by the splitter 
function. The splitter function can be performed by an 
intelligent fabric switch, or by the RecoverPoint KDriver, 
which is software installed on the production and mount 
hosts. 

VMware vCenter Site 
Recovery Manager 
(SRM) 

VMware vCenter SRM is a disaster recovery management 
and automation solution for VMware Infrastructure. VMware 
vCenter SRM accelerates recovery by automating the 
recovery process and simplifying the management of disaster 
recovery plans. 
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Technology environment and testing methodology 

 
Overview The architecture for this solution includes a virtualized Exchange 2007 environment 

on the CLARiiON CX4-480 platform integrated with RecoverPoint and VMware 
vCenter SRM. This section describes the solution’s physical architecture. 

 
Physical 
environment 

Figure 1 shows the physical architecture of the solution. 

 
Figure 1. Solution physical architecture 
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Hardware 
requirements 

This section outlines the hardware used in this solution.  

Note   
This solution used only 66 drives on the remote array, providing capacity for the 
CRR copy only. If you wish to configure CDP copies on the remote array after a 
failover, then it would be advisable to maintain mirrored configurations between local 
and remote arrays. 

Purpose Quantity Configuration 

Servers  2 Four-socket, quad core, 2.93 GHZ Intel X7350 
processor, 128 GB RAM, 4 NICs 

Ethernet  2 Cisco 3750G, 48-port 1 Gb Ethernet switch 

Storage 2 Local CX4-480—108 x 450 GB, 15k, FC drives 

 30 for Exchange production databases (RAID 5) 

 8 for Exchange production logs (RAID 10) 

 2 for guest OS data stores (RAID 10) 

 24 for Exchange CDP journals (RAID 10) 

 30 for Exchange CDP DB replicas (RAID 5) 

 8 for Exchange CDP log replicas (RAID 10) 

 2 for RecoverPoint repository (RAID 10) 

 4 for Exchange production journals (RAID 10) 

Remote CX4-480—66 x 450 GB, 15k, FC drives 

 2 for guest OS data stores (RAID 10) 

 24 for Exchange CRR journals (RAID 10) 

 30 for Exchange CRR database replicas (RAID 5) 

 8 for Exchange CRR log replicas (RAID 10) 

 2 for RecoverPoint repository (RAID 10) 

RecoverPoint 4 RecoverPoint GEN4 appliances 

 2 for the local RPA cluster 

 2 for the remote RPA cluster 

SAN 2 Brocade 5000 series switches 
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Software 
requirements 

This section lists the software used for this testing. 

Software Version Purpose 

vSphere 4.0.1 build 
208167 

Hypervisor hosting all Windows machines 

Windows 2008 OS for Active Directory as well as Exchange 2007 
servers 

vCenter 4.0.1 Management of vSphere 

VMware vCenter 
SRM 

4.0 VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager service 

Navisphere
®
 FLARE

®
 29 VMware-aware FLARE

®
 code 

Exchange 2007 SP2 Mailbox servers, HUB/CAS servers 

PowerPath
®
/VE 5.4 Multi-pathing/fault tolerance for storage connections on 

vSphere servers 

Replication 
Manager 

5.2.3 VSS-based replicas of Exchange 2007 using CDP 

RecoverPoint 3.3 (e88) Replication of storage to local and remote replicas 

Solutions 
Enabler 

Latest 
Version 

Required for Replication Manager 

 

 
Virtual 
allocations 

The following table lists the virtual allocation of hardware resources for the vSphere 
virtual machines. 

Virtual Machine Role Quantity Configuration 

Active Directory 2 2 vCPUs, 4 GB RAM, Windows 2008 SP2 

HUB/CAS  1 2 vCPUs, 8 GB RAM, Windows 2008 SP2 

Mailbox servers 2 4 vCPUs, 16 GB RAM, Windows 2008 SP2 

Replication Manager server 1 4 vCPUs, 8 GB RAM, Windows 2008 SP2 

Replication Manager mount 
host 

1 4 vCPUs, 8 GB RAM, Windows 2008 SP2 

vCenter 2 2 vCPUs, 4 GB RAM, Windows 2008 SP2 
 

 
Environment 
profile 

The following table describes the Exchange environment’s profile.  

Item Value 

Chosen application Exchange 2007 

Number of Exchange mailboxes 4,000 

Number of Exchange servers 2 

Number of users per server 2,000 
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Number of Exchange storage groups 200 (50 per server) 

Number of users per storage group 40 

Max Exchange database size (after thin pool 
expansion) 

200 GB 

Exchange user IOPS 0.48 IOPS 

Exchange mailbox size   1 GB 

Number of RDMs for databases 20 (10 for each mailbox server) 

Number of RDMs for logs 20 (10 for each mailbox server) 

Database LUN size 270 GB 

Log LUN size 50 GB 

Number of storage groups per guest OS database 
LUN 

5 

Number of storage groups per guest OS database 
LUN 

5 

 
Performance 
specification 

The following formula calculates the number of spindles required to satisfy the 
performance needs of the solution’s 4000-user Exchange 2007 deployment: 

(User IOPS x read ratio) + write penalty (user IOPS x write ratio) 

IOPS capability of disk type chosen 

(1920 x 0.5) + 4 (1920 x 0.5) 

180 

= 27 disks 

In order to conform to 4+1 RAID 5 groups, these 27 disks were rounded up to 30 
disks, allowing for six RAID groups. 

Exchange log performance is critical to the overall performance of an Exchange 
server and, therefore, the end-user experience. To ensure overall performance, the 
log LUNs were configured as RAID 10 devices using a total of eight disks. 

Note   
The formula used above is from the white paper entitled EMC CLARiiON Storage 
Solutions: Microsoft Exchange 2007 - Best Practices Planning available on 
Powerlink. 
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Testing 
methodology 

During the course of testing, two test harnesses were used to validate the 
performance of Exchange: 

 Microsoft Exchange Jetstress was used to validate that the storage layout and 
disk performance can adequately sustain the IOPS needed by 4,000 very heavy 
users. 

 Microsoft Exchange Load Generator was used to test the full Exchange 
environment, and ensure that the RPC average latency and all other key 
counters were acceptable. 
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Solution design 

 
Overview This solution integrates several technologies, all of which have an impact on the way 

that the application (in this case Exchange 2007) needs to be laid out. This section 
details the requirements of each solution component and documents how the final 
Exchange design was developed. In particular, this section describes how the 
requirement for VSS backups using EMC Replication Manager dictates the 
subsequent configuration of both EMC RecoverPoint and VMware vCenter SRM. It 
includes the following sections: 

 Component design inter-dependencies 

 Replication Manager VSS backups and VMware 

 Exchange storage group-to-array LUN relationship 

 Exchange restore granularity with Replication Manager and RecoverPoint 

 Calculating the RecoverPoint journal size 

 
Component 
design inter-
dependencies 

This section describes how Replication Manager application sets, RecoverPoint 
consistency groups, and VMware vCenter SRM protection groups interrelate to 
protect an Exchange 2007 environment.  

The following environment uses RecoverPoint CLR, where Replication Manager 
uses the local CDP copy to enable local replica creation and Site Recovery Manager 
uses the CRR copy to enable site failover. 

 

Figure 2. RecoverPoint CLR configuration 
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In this instance, when configuring a Replication Manager application set for 
Exchange 2007, and using RecoverPoint as the replica mechanism, Replication 
Manager expects that all the volumes found in the RecoverPoint consistency groups 
are directly related to the application (they contain database or log data). 

In a standard VMware vCenter SRM and RecoverPoint configuration, all of the data 
LUNs mentioned above and the guest OS boot volume are configured within a single 
RecoverPoint consistency group. This consistency group is then manipulated by 
VMware vCenter SRM during failover. 

Placing all volumes, including the guest OS boot volume, in a single RecoverPoint 
consistency group, results in Replication Manager being unable to complete a replica 
of the application set due to the presence of the boot volume, which is not strictly 
part of the Exchange application. 

To enable Replication Manager to complete its replica, you need at least two 
RecoverPoint consistency groups; one for the OS boot volume and the other for the 
Exchange data volumes. For clarity, as shown in Figure 2, both Exchange servers 
(Site-A-EX-01 and Site-A-EX-02) were split into two separate consistency groups: 
Site-A-EX-01/Site-A-EX-01-OS and Site-A-EX-02/Site-A-EX-02-OS.  

This design requirement then makes it necessary to configure all Site Recovery 
Manager protection groups to manipulate both the OS and data RecoverPoint 
consistency groups for each Exchange server. 

For information about restoring Exchange data from a multiple consistency group 
configuration, see the section in this document entitled “Exchange restore granularity 
with Replication Manager and RecoverPoint.” 

 
Replication 
Manager VSS 
backups and 
VMware 

One of the goals of this solution was to enable full VSS backups of Exchange 2007 
data using Replication Manager.  

When using VMFS, Replication Manager can: 

 Create a VSS-based VM snapshot of Exchange using the capabilities within 
VMware Tools. 

 Create a subsequent disk-based replica of the VMFS volumes that includes the 
snapshot file 

 Destroy the snapshot on the original volume. 

Upon restore the entire VMFS volume is restored and the user can either: 

 Delete the snapshot, which results in a crash copy of the Exchange data. 

 Revert to the snapshot, which is a VSS copy of Exchange. 

 Retain the snapshot and continue, which is also a crash copy of Exchange. 

Note   
Any backups taken in this manner are VSS copy backups only. Log truncation is not 
possible. 

In order to take a VSS hardware snapshot, VSS performs SCSI inquiries to all of the 
relevant disks. As part of these inquiries, it requires that at least one unique storage 
device ID descriptor be returned from page 83 of the Vital Product Data (VPD) along 
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with the device serial number being returned from page 80 of the VPD. Virtual Disks 
(VMDK files) do not fulfil either of these requirements and, therefore, cannot be used 
as part of a VSS backup. Therefore, this configuration required the use of Raw 
Device Mappings (RDMs) for all Exchange Database and Log LUNs. 

The guest OS boot volume remained as a virtual disk on a VMFS volume. 
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Exchange 
storage group-
to-array LUN 
relationship 

If an individual array LUN were configured for each log and database in this 
environment, there would be 200 LUNs for Exchange data alone and 200 more 
LUNs for Exchange CDP replicas. All of these LUNs must be presented to the 
VMware vSphere host, either for production use, or for checking the integrity of the 
CDP.  

The maximum number of LUNs that can be presented to a VMware vSphere 4 host 
is 256. In order to stay below this limit, five Exchange storage groups were 
configured for each log/database LUN pair. 

There are therefore a total of 20 database LUNs in this solution, each hosting five 
Exchange databases. Figure 3 shows how each of these LUNs was configured as a 
mapped raw device. Once presented to the guest OS, it is formatted and mounted as 
a single drive partition/drive letter, and sub-folders created for each of the Exchange 
databases. A similar process happens for the log LUNs. 

 
Figure 3. RDM to LUN to Exchange storage group mapping 
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Exchange 
restore 
granularity with 
Replication 
Manager and 
RecoverPoint 

For this solution, two Replication Manager application set configurations were tested: 

 Single RecoverPoint consistency group per Exchange server, meaning: 

 A single RecoverPoint consistency group for all Exchange data LUNs 

 A single Replication Manager application set per Exchange server 

When a single consistency group/application set is used for all of the Exchange 
data LUNs, it limits the restore granularity to the entire Exchange server.  

 Multiple RecoverPoint consistency groups per Exchange server, meaning: 

 Multiple RecoverPoint consistency groups in order to maximize the level of 
granularity achievable 

 In this case, that each Exchange server had 10 RecoverPoint consistency 
groups for Exchange data 

 Multiple Replication Manger application sets configured where a single 
application set was based on a single RecoverPoint consistency group 

These consistency groups each contained the data/log LUN pair for five 
Exchange storage groups. This configuration provides additional flexibility for 
scheduling individual replicas rather than as a single application set and 
improves restore granularity. 

Note   
A single Replication Manager application set based on more than one RecoverPoint 
consistency group is not permitted. 

If finer restore granularity is required, then additional journal LUNs need to be 
created within RecoverPoint because journal LUNs cannot be shared across 
RecoverPoint consistency groups. 

In each configuration, Site Recovery Manager was then configured to include all of 
the relevant consistency groups that required manipulation as part of the failover 
operation that is, all Exchange data consistency groups, plus the guest OS boot 
volume consistency group. 

 
Calculating the 
RecoverPoint 
journal size 

To calculate the total capacity required for the RecoverPoint journals, it is necessary 
to measure the rate of change on the production devices. Figure 4 shows this rate of 
change was observed on both the server side and the array. Perfmon counters were 
set on each of the Exchange servers to capture the write bandwidth in MB/s while on 
the CLARiiON array, and Navisphere Analyzer performance data was used to 
correlate and confirm the Perfmon results. 
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Figure 4. Navi Analyzer data used to calculate write bandwidth requirements 

Perfmon reported write bandwidth to be an average of 6.5 to 7 MB/s and the 
Navisphere Analyzer output confirmed this result with approximately 6.5 MB/s per 
storage processor. These figures were used to extrapolate the total capacity required 
for the RecoverPoint journal. Using a conservative figure of 8 MB/s for the rate of 
change, the journal space required for period of 24 hours is calculated as follows: 

((Rate of change * 60 seconds * 60 minutes * 24hrs) / GB) * # Exchange servers = Journal Space 

((8MB/s * 60 * 60 * 24) / 1024) * 2 = 1.3TB 

The performance of the journal storage must be at least equal to the production 
storage, so at a minimum it requires the same underlying spindle count (or IOPS 
capability if a different RAID type is being used for journal space). 

The production environment was designed with RAID 5 for the database and RAID 
10 for the logs. While the LUNs assigned as RecoverPoint journals can be of 
different RAID types, it is not possible in this scenario to ensure that a write to a 
RAID 10 production log LUN will result in a write to a RAID 10 journal LUN (it may be 
written to one of the RAID 5 journals). To guarantee log performance, all of the 
RecoverPoint journal LUNs were configured in this solution as RAID 10 only.  

Because all of the journal capacity was to be RAID 10, it was possible to reduce the 
total number of spindles assigned to the journal devices compared to the number 
assigned to production devices. This is because higher IOPS are achievable in RAID 
10 vs. RAID 5 configurations. 

Factoring in the IOPS requirement for 4,000 very heavy Exchange 2007 users (1920 
IOPS), the read and write ratio, the RAID penalty associated with RAID 10, and the 
expected IOPS capacity of a single 450 GB 15k rpm FC disk, the total number of 450 
GB 15k rpm FC spindles required for the journals is 24.  

This provided 4.8 TB of usable storage in a RAID 10 configuration, which means that 
there was enough journal space for 3.7 days of data retention and protection, based 
on the 1.3 TB per day calculation above. 
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Configuring the solution 

 
Overview This section describes the configuration required within EMC Replication Manager, 

EMC RecoverPoint, and VMware Site Recovery Manager when implementing the 
solution. It provides detail on: 

 Configuring Replication Manager for communication with vCenter and 
RecoverPoint 

 Discovering the RecoverPoint appliance and storage with Replication Manager 

 Configuring the Replication Manager mount host 

 Mounting application replicas with Replication Manager 

 Combining Replication Manager with VMware vCenter SRM and RecoverPoint 

 Understanding RecoverPoint CLR asynchronous data flow 

 Considerations when creating and mounting RecoverPoint CDP replicas 

 Recovering from a site failure while in maintenance mode 

 Manually mounting RecoverPoint CDP replicas 

 Using RecoverPoint CDP image access 

 Integrating RecoverPoint with VMware vCenter 

 Configuring RecoverPoint and virtual machines using multiple consistency 
groups 

 Filtering RecoverPoint and VMware vCenter SRM placeholder virtual machines 

 Integrating VMware vCenter SRM with RecoverPoint 

 Understanding VMware vCenter SRM 

 Configuring VMware vCenter SRM protection groups 

 Configuring VMware vCenter SRM recovery plans 

 Configuring VMware Site Recovery Manager failover with RecoverPoint CLR 

 Configuring virtual machine swap files and VMware vCenter SRM 
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Configuring 
Replication 
Manager for 
communication 
with vCenter 
and 
RecoverPoint 

Before integrating with any application, Replication Manager needs to be able to 
map the devices presented from the storage array to LUNs as seen by the operating 
system hosting the application  

For Replication Manager to map through the VMware layer, as is the case here, it 
must communicate with VMware vCenter. This requires that you register the 
production and mount host virtual machines with the Replication Manager server, 
and provide the credentials for the VMware vCenter that manages those virtual 
machines. Once this is complete, Replication Manager can map the associated 
applications, file systems, and VMFS data stores. 

Replication Manager can also map the LUNs replicated by RecoverPoint by 
authenticating through the Replication Manager agent installed on the production 
and mount virtual machines.  

When registering these virtual machines in Replication Manager, you need the: 

 VMware vCenter credentials 

 RecoverPoint RPA site name and address 

You can configure both of these communication options within Replication Manager 
using the Options tab, shown in Figure 5, for each Replication Manager host. 

 

Figure 5. Configuring communications with RecoverPoint and vSphere 

It is possible to enable these settings on multiple virtual machines in order to provide 
redundancy for VMware discovery. These settings are enabled on Replication 
Manager hosts in this solution. 
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Discovering the 
RecoverPoint 
appliance and 
storage with 
Replication 
Manager 

Given that this solution uses the CLARiiON RecoverPoint Splitter, the CLARiiON 
array discovers the RecoverPoint storage within Replication Manager. You need to 
enter your CLARiiON credentials (shown in Figure 6) to complete this task. 

 

Figure 6. Configuring the CLARiiON credentials 

Once you configure the credentials for at least one Replication Manager host agent, 
a CLARiiON array discovery detects the RecoverPoint splitter.  

Note   
Replication Manager CDP replicas are slightly different from most other replica types 
within Replication Manager because the configuration and LUN choice used for the 
replica is based on the configuration within RecoverPoint, and not on a choice made 
by Replication Manager algorithms. Therefore, no “Replica Storage” is visible within 
Replication Manager when creating CDP-based replicas. 
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Figure 7. Viewing the RecoverPoint CLARiiON array splitter 

You can see that the RecoverPoint splitter software is installed on the array from the 
CLARiiON Properties dialog box shown in Figure 7. 

 
Configuring the 
Replication 
Manager mount 
host 

In a VMware environment, Replication Manager requires that you set up your hosts 
and CLARiiON storage arrays to use pre-exposed LUNs. When using RDMs you 
must statically present all replica devices to the Replication Manager mount virtual 
machine. VMware does not support dynamic LUN surfacing on CLARiiON storage 
arrays if they are using RDMs. 

This means that all CDP LUNs are also presented to the vSphere hosts so that they 
can be assigned as RDMs to the mount host in the usual way.  

Figure 8 shows a CDP replica that is statically mapped to a Replication Manager 
mount host. 
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Figure 8. Adding static RDMs of CDP replicas to the Replication Manager mount host 

The storage administrator can view the end-to-end mapping of these storage devices 
using Navisphere Manager’s virtualization-aware features as shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9. Using Navisphere’s virtualization-aware features to view end-to-end 
storage device mappings 
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Mounting 
application 
replicas with 
Replication 
Manager 

The virtual machine used for mounting the RecoverPoint Exchange 2007 replicas 
must have the devices statically assigned as described above. Make sure to specify 
that virtual machine as the mount host in the Replication Manager job as shown in 
Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10. Specifying the mount options 

This solution names Site-A-RM-Mount as the mount host. The replica being mounted 
is the CDP copy of the production Exchange data. The Replication Manager job 
provides the following mount options: 

 Replica TypeCDP or CRR (CRR only if you configure Replication Manager on 
a remote site) 

 Mount pathoriginal or alternate path 

 Consistency checksequential or in parallel 

 Mount as “Read Only”, Unmounts on completion 

You can mount the replica manually or automatically as part of the replication job as 
shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11. Mounting the replica 
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Combining 
Replication 
Manager with 
VMware 
vCenter SRM 
and 
RecoverPoint 

A RecoverPoint consistency group is a set of SAN-attached storage volumes at the 
production site and disaster recovery site configured together to maintain write order 
consistency.  

A VMware vCenter SRM protection group is a group of virtual machines that fail over 
together (during testing and actual failover). When VMware vCenter SRM performs a 
failover, it instructs RecoverPoint to operate on all LUNs of all virtual machines in the 
protection group.  

Management of the RecoverPoint consistency groups is an important part of this 
solution. Natively, RecoverPoint can manage image access of all devices in its 
consistency groups. With VMware vCenter SRM sitting on top of this solution, 
orchestrating the recovery from Site-A to Site-B, the control of the RecoverPoint 
consistency groups must pass over to VMware vCenter SRM. 

 

Figure 12. Setting management options within RecoverPoint 

When RecoverPoint consistency groups are managed by VMware vCenter SRM, the 
following considerations apply: 

 VMware vCenter SRM manages the consistency groups and RecoverPoint 
monitors them. This means that you cannot reconfigure them without switching 
to Maintenance mode. 

 Snapshot access requires that you change to Maintenance mode. 

 VMware vCenter SRM failover cannot occur for consistency groups while in 
Maintenance mode. 

These considerations become particularly relevant when integration with Replication 
Manager is required. 
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Understanding 
RecoverPoint 
CLR 
asynchronous 
data flow 

Figure 13 depicts the “life of a write” in this solution, with RecoverPoint CLR in 
asynchronous mode. 

 
Figure 13. Life of a write in a CLR asynchronous environment 
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Considerations 
when creating 
and mounting 
RecoverPoint 
CDP replicas 

As explained in the previous section, appropriate management of the RecoverPoint 
consistency groups is crucial in this solution. Managing the CDP component of the 
RecoverPoint CLR solution requires that you consider the CRR operations that are 
under VMware vCenter SRM’s control. 

The most important issue that you must consider is that while a CDP replica is 
mounted on the local site, you cannot execute VMware vCenter SRM operations.  

Mounting a CDP copy of the production data requires placing a consistency group 
into “maintenance mode.” While in this mode, VMware vCenter SRM failover is not 
possible. Replication Manager can automate switching between the two modes 
when the CDP replication jobs are being executed. 

 
Figure 14. Disabling VMware vCenter SRM management during CDP replica mounts 

With this setting in Figure 14 enabled (circled above), Replication Manager 
automatically places the relevant consistency group for that application set into 
Maintenance mode to enable the CDP replicas to be mounted to the mount host 
virtual machine.  

The mount host can then run the appropriate consistency checks on the replica. 
Once the job is complete, the replica is unmounted. Because this is still part of the 
Replication Manager job, it automatically switches the consistency group 
Management mode back to being managed by VMware vCenter SRM. 
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These operations are clearly visible by examining the history of the Replication 
Manager job as shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. 

 
Figure 15. Switching to Maintenance mode before an operation 

 
Figure 16. Reverting to VMware vCenter SRM Management mode after an operation 

 
Recovering 
from a site 
failure while in 
maintenance 
mode 

If a site failure or disaster occurs during a Replication Manager job (VMware vCenter 
SRM management is disabled), you must manually reconfigure the SRM 
management option within the RecoverPoint GUI to allow the SRM Recovery Plan to 
execute successfully. 
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Manually 
mounting 
RecoverPoint 
CDP replicas 

You can also manually mount the replicas outside of a scheduled Replication 
Manager job. Manual mounts using the Replication Manager Mount Wizard integrate 
with the VMware vCenter SRM control of the RecoverPoint consistency groups by 
switching the relevant consistency groups to Maintenance mode and switching 
management back to VMware vCenter SRM when it unmounts the replicas.  

 
Figure 17. Disabling VMware vCenter SRM management or RecoverPoint/CE 
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Using 
RecoverPoint 
CDP image 
access 

You can mount a local CDP replica with the data as it existed at the time of the 
Replication Manager job or as a specific point-in-time image as shown in Figure 18. 

 
Figure 18. Replica mount options 

 If you choose to mount a point-in-time image, you can specify the time for which that 
image is captured to the nearest second required. You define the time by entering 
the exact time in the Time: field or by dragging the snapshot marker to the desired 

point on the timeline as shown in Figure 18. 

Figure 19 shows how the Point in Time icon appears in the Replication Manager 
GUI. It is different from the icon that represents a CDP image. When any 
RecoverPoint image is presented to the mount host, it is presented in Logged 
Access mode. 

 
Figure 19. Specifying Point in Time bookmarks 

Note   
Any manual point-in-time image will not have the benefit of having been taken using 

VSS compared to those taken using Replication Manager, which do have this option. 
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Integrating 
RecoverPoint 
with VMware 
vCenter Server 

With RecoverPoint integrated with VMware vCenter, you can display the relevant 
mappings between the RecoverPoint appliance(s), VMware vCenter servers, 
VMware vSphere 4 servers, and virtual machines using the RecoverPoint 
management GUI. This integration helps you: 

 Monitor ESX server virtual machines managed by each specified vCenter 
server. 

 Examine each ESX server (name/IP address) managed by the vCenter server. 

 Display each virtual machine belonging to the respective ESX server. 

 Show RecoverPoint protection and replication status. 

 View VMware vCenter VMFS (virtual machine file system) or RDM/P volume 
replication status as fully configured, partially configured, or not configured. 

 Monitor additional local or remote vCenter servers. 

 Add, update, rescan, or remove vCenter servers from being monitored. 

 Display all the virtual machines belonging to a vCenter server in tree view. 

When configuring the RecoverPoint Management GUI to manage vCenter servers, 
enter either the vCenter IP address or the vCenter server name. If you prefer to 
manage the servers by name, then use all lowercase lettering, and make sure that 
proper DNS resolution is achievable.  

 
Figure 20. Adding vCenter credentials to RecoverPoint 

A vCenter certificate (rui.crt) is required for each vCenter server added to the 
RecoverPoint Management GUI. The following table provides the certificate’s 
location. 

Operating system Hidden folder 

Windows 2008 %ProgramData%\VMware\VMware VirtualCenter\SSL\rui.crt 
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Windows 2003 %ProgramFiles%\VMware\VMware VirtualCenter\SSL 

As an example, Figure 21 from the RecoverPoint management GUI displays that all 
of the relevant volumes for Site-A-EX-01 are successfully replicated. Included are 
the 20 data volumes configured as RDMs as well as its O/S volume, which resides 
on its own VMFS data store.  

Also visible are their respective consistency groups, the copy being replicated, and 
the associated replication sets. 

 
Figure 21. Viewing vSphere information within RecoverPoint’s GUI 

The RecoverPoint management GUI, by default, does not distinguish between those 
virtual objects managed by VMware vCenter SRM and those that are not. For the 
purpose of removing those objects from view, filtering is available for: 

 ESX servers 

 Virtual machines 

 LUNs 

 
Configuring 
RecoverPoint 
and virtual 
machines using 
multiple 
consistency 
groups 

As mentioned earlier, in the section entitled “Component design inter-dependencies” 
on page 14, it is necessary to configure multiple RecoverPoint consistency groups to 
enable successful VSS CDP copies of Exchange. The guest OS boot volume must 
be separated into its own consistency group. 

In solutions not using Site Recovery Manager, there is usually no need to replicate 
the OS LUN, and therefore, the need for multiple consistency groups may not be 
required until finer restore granularity is required. 

As soon as a virtual machine involves the use of more than one consistency group, 
the RecoverPoint GUI flags a warning suggesting that all LUNs used by the virtual 
machine be placed in a single consistency group. Figure 22 displays this warning. 
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Figure 22. RecoverPoint warning when more than one consistency group exists per 

virtual machine 

This is expected behavior within RecoverPoint, as it cannot be aware of which LUNs 
within a virtual machine must be consistent with others and which ones need not be. 

In this case, there is no technical need for the guest OS LUN to be write-order 
consistent with the Exchange data LUNs. Likewise, if a finer restore granularity is 
required when considering Exchange restores, then there is no need for logs or 
databases from one storage group to be consistent with logs or databases from 
other storage groups unless they share the same underlying array LUNs. As long as 
the log and database LUNs for any given Exchange storage group are in a single 
consistency group, then these particular warnings flagged by the RecoverPoint GUI 
can be safely ignored.  

However, failure to maintain consistency between logs and databases for the same 
storage group may result in the inability to restart or recover that storage group at a 
later point in time, so great care should be taken to ensure the correct configuration 

 
Filtering 
RecoverPoint 
and VMware 
vCenter SRM 
placeholder 
virtual 
machines 

When a virtual machine is protected using VMware vCenter SRM, it creates a 
“placeholder” virtual machine on the recovery site. RecoverPoint is not aware that 
this is not a real virtual machine and flags a warning on the recovery site storage 
array. 

 
Figure 23.  RecoverPoint protection warnings on placeholder VMs 

You can use virtual machine filtering with RecoverPoint on the recovery site to 
remove these warnings from the display. 
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Integrating 
VMware 
vCenter SRM 
with 
RecoverPoint 

VMware vCenter SRM and RecoverPoint (using the RecoverPoint Storage 
Replication Adapter) form a symbiotic relationship to automate failover to a recovery 
site. 

VMware vCenter SRM does not replicate any data. It orchestrates the recovery 
process of the virtualized environment from one site to another. VMware vCenter 
SRM ensures that the server and virtual machine infrastructure is in place on the 
recovery site to restart services once the replicated data is presented. 

RecoverPoint does not provide for the recovery site infrastructure. It replicates the 
data from one site to another. RecoverPoint ensures the consistency of the data 
presented to the virtual infrastructure on the recovery site. 

 
Figure 24. Site Recovery Manager  

The EMC RecoverPoint Storage Replication Adapter (SRA) for VMware vCenter Site 
Recovery Manager (RecoverPoint SRA) is a software package that allows VMware 
vCenter SRM to implement disaster recovery using EMC RecoverPoint. 
RecoverPoint SRA supports VMware vCenter SRM functions, such as failover and 
failover testing, using RecoverPoint as the replication engine. 

Note   
The 1.0 SP3 RecoverPoint Adapter manages CRR and CLR consistency groups. 
Earlier adapter releases manage CRR groups only. 

VMware vCenter SRM requires its own database and may be installed on the same 
server as vCenter (though a separate server is recommended for performance). The 
RecoverPoint SRA must also be installed on whichever server is hosting VMware 
vCenter SRM. In this solution, both vCenter and SRM are hosted on a single virtual 
machine per site. 
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Understanding 
VMware 
vCenter SRM 

In this solution, VMware vCenter SRM protects only the Exchange mailbox and 
hub/CAS virtual machines. The EMC Replication Manager virtual machines (server 
and mount) are required on the production site for local backup and restore. The 
recovery site, Site-B, contains its own vCenter virtual machine as well as Active 
Directory virtual machines so there is no need to replicate those from the production 
site. Figure 25 shows how VMware vCenter SRM protects virtual machines. 

 
Figure 25. Virtual machines  protected by Site Recovery Manager 

Therefore, the VMware vCenter SRM configuration focuses exclusively on the 
recovery of the two mailbox virtual machines and the HUB/CAS virtual machine. 
VMware vCenter SRM requires configuration on both the production and recovery 
sites. 

The production site requires that you configure the: 

 Connection to establish SRM communication between vCenter servers 

 Array managers to detect replicated devices (data store and RDM) 

 Inventory mappings for site-specific folder, network, and resource mappings 

 Protection groups to organize virtual machines on their respective data stores 
for recovery. 
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The recovery site requires that you configure a recovery plan by creating an 

automated run book of the recovery process. 

 
Configuring 
VMware 
vCenter SRM 
protection 
groups 

After successfully configuring the connection, array managers, and inventory 
mappings, the next step is to configure the protection groups, as shown in Figure 26. 

 

Figure 26. VMware vCenter SRM protection groups 

For this solution, three individual protection groups were created, one for each virtual 
machine being protected. The inventory mappings take care of determining which 
ESX Server will host the virtual machines on recovery.  

It is then possible, within the protection groups, to specify the recovery priority for 
each of the VMs as it may not be desirable to have all virtual machines boot 
simultaneously on recovery, for example, service dependencies. 

 

Figure 27. Specifying the VMware vCenter SRM recovery priority 
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To demonstrate how the recovery prioritization works, this solution gives the 
HUB/CAS virtual machine a high recovery priority and sets the mailbox virtual 
machines to Normal Recovery Priority. 

 
Configuring 
VMware 
vCenter SRM 
recovery plans 

The SRM recovery plan is configured on the recovery site vCenter server. The 
recovery plan can contain single or multiple protection groups.  

If you include multiple protection groups in a single recovery plan, then all of the 
associated virtual machines are available to recover as part of that single recovery. 
Figure 28 illustrates adding protection groups to a recovery plan. 

 

Figure 28. Adding protection groups to a recovery plan 

You can assign a priority to the recovery of any virtual machine in order to satisfy 
customer or environment requirements. Figure 29 shows a recovery plan executed 
with a recovery priority order. 

 

Figure 29. Restarting virtual machines in priority order 

As shown in Figure 29, the prioritized virtual machine is being recovered (powered 
on) before the other virtual machines contained in the same recovery plan. 
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Configuring 
VMware Site 
Recovery 
Manager 
failover with 
RecoverPoint 
CLR 

Once VMware vCenter SRM has successfully completed its recovery plan, there are 
some manual steps that you need to perform to resume full CRR replication back 
from Site-B to Site-A. 

Figure 30 displays the status view of a consistency group prior to recovery. 

 

Figure 30. CLR consistency group prior to VMware vCenter SRM failover 

Once the VMware vCenter SRM recovery plan to Site-B completes successfully and 
all systems are operational again, you must complete the following two steps.  

1. Set the RecoverPoint CRR_Copy as Production on Site-B as shown in 
Figure 31. 

 
Figure 31. Setting CRR Copy as Production 
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2. Remove one of the target data copies on Site-A because CDP was also 
present on Site-A before failover, as shown in Figure 32. 

 

Figure 32. Removing one of the copies from the original protected site 

Both of these steps are part of the same operation. After setting the CRR copy as 
your production copy of the data, you are prompted to choose a copy of the data on 
Site-A to be removed. You must then decide whether to use the production or CDP 
copy as the target for CRR by removing the unneeded copy. 

Site-A had previously hosted both the production and CDP data copies as part of a 
RecoverPoint CLR configuration. This new RecoverPoint replication configuration is 
CRR, so only one target copy of the data is possible on Site-A. 

These settings do not affect the recovery of the virtual machines on Site-B. They are 
specific to RecoverPoint and are required for configuring new CRR relationships 
back to Site-A.  

In the event that a disaster has rendered Site-A unreachable, these steps are not 
necessary until communications with Site-A are restored.  

If communications with Site-A is still available after the recovery, these steps can be 
scripted in the RecoverPoint CLI. As part of a controlled failover, these commands 
can be included as a post-script operation in the vCenter Site Recovery Manager 
recovery plan.  

The result of reconfiguring the consistency group is a straightforward RecoverPoint 
CRR replication from Site-B to Site-A, as shown in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33. CRR configuration post failover (CDP removed) 

Once a failback completes and Site-A resumes production, a full reconfiguration and 
re-sync of the CDP copies is required. It is, of course, possible to configure CDP on 
Site-B, and remain in this configuration if appropriate. 

 
Configuring 
virtual machine 
swap files and 
VMware 
vCenter SRM 

Regardless of the production site’s virtual machine memory reservation setting, 
VMware vCenter SRM will not reserve the memory on the recovery site’s 
placeholder virtual machines. Therefore, during the recovery process, the recovery 
virtual machine boots without reserved memory and attempts to create a swap 
(.vswp) file. This can cause the recovery of the virtual machine to fail if there is not 
sufficient space available in which to create the swap file. 

For example, if the virtual machine has 24 GB RAM, then when the virtual machine 
boots, it attempts to create a 24 GB swap file. If the recovery site data store hosting 
the virtual machine files does not have sufficient space to accommodate another 24 
GB file, then the virtual machine fails to boot. The recovery process only fails for that 
particular virtual machine. The recovery of other virtual machines is not affected. 

The placeholder virtual machine is created as part of the protection group creation 
and protection process. You can avoid this condition by manually reserving the 
memory on the placeholder virtual machine after VMware vCenter SRM creates. To 
manually reserve this memory: 

1. Right-click the placeholder virtual machine on the recovery site. 

2. Select Edit Settings. 

3. Go to the Resources tab. 

4. Select Memory. 

5. Reserve the value on the right-hand side under Resource Allocation. 
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Exchange performance in the solution environment 

 
Overview This section describes how Exchange 2007 performed in this environment as 

reported by two performance tools, Jetstress and Load Generator. 

 
Jetstress 
testing disk 
response times 

To determine the effect of local (CDP) and remote replication (CRR) on the 
performance of Exchange, a series of Jetstress tests were executed, which delivered 
the results displayed in Figure 34. 

 

Figure 34. Jetstress disk response times under different replication strategies 

The baseline test was performed in order to establish the performance of Exchange 
without any form of RecoverPoint replication. 

Database read response times were identical across all tests, as the latencies 
associated with remote replication only take effect during a write operation.   

The results for CDP, CRR, and CLR (combination of CDP and CRR) show a 1 ms 
increase in log write response time, and a 4 ms increase in database write response 
time. All results are well within Microsoft’s guidelines  of 10 ms for log devices and 
20 ms for database devices 
(http://msexchangeteam.com/archive/2007/01/15/432199.aspx). 

http://msexchangeteam.com/archive/2007/01/15/432199.aspx
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Jetstress 
testing array 
utilization 

Because the CLARiiON array-based splitter was used, the array performed 
additional work when RecoverPoint replication was ongoing. Figure 35 shows the 
effect on CLARiiON SP utilization during the different Jetstress tests. 

 

Figure 35. CLARiiON SP utilization under different replication strategies 

This scenario is only looking at the array on the primary site, as the CDP and 
baseline metrics are not relevant to the secondary array. 

The addition of CDP to the solution increases the array utilization from 18% to 34% 
because both the journal and CDP volumes for the Exchange environment are on 
the same array as the production volumes. As a result, the array: 

1. Splits the IOs sent to production volumes. 

2. Services the IOs to the production volumes. 

3. Transmits the IOs to the RecoverPoint appliances. 

4. Receives the IOs back to the journal volumes. 

5. De-stages the IOs sent to the journal volumes to the CDP copies. 

Array SP utilization drops to 22% when CRR is used in comparison to the 34% with 
CDP and CLR. This difference can be attributed to the fact that with CRR, the read 
write operations to replicas and journals are now occurring on the remote array only. 
The local array splits the writes, hence percent utilization is still higher than the 
baseline, but the local array is no longer responsible for writing to the replicas and 
journals. 
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Microsoft Load 
Generator 
performance 

While Jetstress is an important tool for validating the performance of the Exchange 
disk subsystem it is also important to validate that the end-user experience is 
correct. To measure this, a Microsoft Load Generator test was performed to ensure 
that the system can handle the load of 4,000 very heavy Exchange 2007 users. 
Figure 36 displays the results. 

 
Figure 36. Microsoft Exchange Load Generator test report 

In addition to passing the Load Generator test, the single best metric to measure this 
end-user experience is RPC average latency. This value should be below 50 ms 
according to Microsoft guidelines, to ensure that the end user is experiencing no 
issues. Outlook begins to register timeouts if latency is in excess of 100 ms. In this 
testing, the worst value for RPC average latency (taking during the CLR test) was 
3.2 ms. 
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Conclusion 

 
Summary By providing deep integration between EMC and VMware products, while also 

allowing multiple EMC products to co-exist and co-operate in VMware environments, 
administrators can deploy both local and remote data protection rapidly, reliably and 
cost effectively. 

This solution tested the performance of 4,000 very heavy Exchange 2007 users 
when using when replicated to a remote site 100 km away using asynchronous 
RecoverPoint, while enabling local VSS replicas using Replication Manager and 
RecoverPoint CDP. Site failover orchestration was performed using VMware vCenter 
Site Recovery Manager. 

 
Key points The table below summarizes the key points that this solution addresses. 

Key Point Solution objective 

Exchange metrics All metrics for Exchange performance fell well within 
guidelines provided by Microsoft. 

VSS Exchange copies VSS copies of Exchange 2007 were successfully created 
using RecoverPoint CDP and Replication Manager. 

Failover to the remove site VMware Site Recovery Manager was successfully used to 
orchestrate a failover of Exchange to the remote site. 

Single solution with all design 
components 

Design considerations for when vSphere, Replication 
Manager, RecoverPoint, Site Recovery Manager, and 
Exchange 2007 are integrated into a single solution were 
discovered and documented. 

 
Next steps To learn more about this and other solutions contact an EMC representative or visit: 

www.emc.com.  
 

http://www.emc.com/
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Appendixes 

 
Overview This appendix provides some useful scripts that you can use as examples for 

configuration of RecoverPoint consistency groups, and CDP and CRR replicas, 
including scripts for: 

 Creating consistency groups, production copies, and replication sets 

 Adding CDP copies 

 Adding CRR copies 

These examples provide additional help for more complex configurations. This 
example includes: 

 Ten RP consistency groups per server for the Exchange data 

 One RP CG for the Guest OS 

You can simplify these scripts if you require fewer groups. 

To obtain information about how to execute these scripts, see the EMC 
RecoverPoint CLI Reference Guide available on Powerlink. 

 
Creating 
consistency 
groups, 
production 
copies, and 
replication sets 

#Create Groups; 

#Create OS Boot Consistency Groups; 

create_group name=SITE-A-EX-01-OS primary_box=RPA1; 

 

#Create Exchange Data Consistency Groups; 

create_group name=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 primary_box=RPA1; 

create_group name=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 primary_box=RPA1; 

create_group name=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 primary_box=RPA1; 

create_group name=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 primary_box=RPA1; 

create_group name=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 primary_box=RPA1; 

create_group name=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 primary_box=RPA1; 

create_group name=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 primary_box=RPA1; 

create_group name=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 primary_box=RPA1; 

create_group name=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 primary_box=RPA1; 

create_group name=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 primary_box=RPA1; 

 

#Create Production Copies; 

#OS; 

create_copy name=Production group=SITE-A-EX-01-OS site=Site-A; 

set_production_copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-OS copy=Production; 

 

#Exchange Data; 

create_copy name=Production group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 site=Site-A; 

set_production_copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 copy=Production; 

create_copy name=Production group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 site=Site-A; 

set_production_copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 copy=Production; 
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create_copy name=Production group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 site=Site-A; 

set_production_copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 copy=Production; 

create_copy name=Production group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 site=Site-A; 

set_production_copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 copy=Production; 

create_copy name=Production group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 site=Site-A; 

set_production_copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 copy=Production; 

create_copy name=Production group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 site=Site-A; 

set_production_copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 copy=Production; 

create_copy name=Production group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 site=Site-A; 

set_production_copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 copy=Production; 

create_copy name=Production group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 site=Site-A; 

set_production_copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 copy=Production; 

create_copy name=Production group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 site=Site-A; 

set_production_copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 copy=Production; 

create_copy name=Production group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 site=Site-A; 

set_production_copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 copy=Production; 

 

#Add Journals;  

#OS; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-OS copy=Production -lun 68; 

 

#Exchange Data#; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 copy=Production -lun 65;     

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 copy=Production -lun 66; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 copy=Production -lun 67; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 copy=Production -lun 69; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 copy=Production -lun 71; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 copy=Production -lun 73; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 copy=Production -lun 75; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 copy=Production -lun 77; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 copy=Production -lun 78; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 copy=Production -lun 79; 

 

#Create All Replication Sets; 

#OS; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-OS group=SITE-A-EX-01-OS; 

 

#Exchange Logs; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-LOG-SG01-05 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-LOG-SG06-10 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-LOG-SG11-15 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-LOG-SG16-20 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-LOG-SG21-25 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-LOG-SG26-30 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-LOG-SG31-35 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-LOG-SG36-40 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-LOG-SG41-45 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-LOG-SG46-50 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50; 
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#Exchange Databases; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-DB-SG01-05 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-DB-SG06-10 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-DB-SG11-15 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-DB-SG16-20 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-DB-SG21-25 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-DB-SG26-30 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-DB-SG31-35 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-DB-SG36-40 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-DB-SG41-45 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45; 

create_replication_set name=EX-01-DB-SG46-50 group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50; 

 

#Add Production LUNs to Replication Sets; 

#OS; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-OS copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-OS -lun 
2; 

 

#Exchange Logs; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG01-05 -lun 4; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG06-10 -lun 6; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG11-15 -lun 8; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG16-20 -lun 10; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG21-25 -lun 12; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG26-30 -lun 14; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG31-35 -lun 16; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG36-40 -lun 18; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG41-45 -lun 20; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG46-50 -lun 22; 

   

#Exchange Databases;     

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
DB-SG01-05 -lun 117;  

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
DB-SG06-10 -lun 118; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
DB-SG11-15 -lun 119; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
DB-SG16-20 -lun 120; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
DB-SG21-25 -lun 121; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
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DB-SG26-30 -lun 122; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
DB-SG31-35 -lun 123; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
DB-SG36-40 -lun 124; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
DB-SG41-45 -lun 125; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 copy=Production replication_set=EX-01-
DB-SG46-50 -lun 126 

 
Adding CDP 
copies 

#Create CDP Copy; 

#OS; 

create_copy name=CDP_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-OS site=Site-A; 

 

#Exchange Data; 

create_copy name=CDP_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 site=Site-A; 

create_copy name=CDP_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 site=Site-A;   

create_copy name=CDP_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 site=Site-A; 

create_copy name=CDP_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 site=Site-A; 

create_copy name=CDP_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 site=Site-A; 

create_copy name=CDP_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 site=Site-A; 

create_copy name=CDP_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 site=Site-A; 

create_copy name=CDP_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 site=Site-A; 

create_copy name=CDP_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 site=Site-A; 

create_copy name=CDP_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 site=Site-A; 

   

#add journals; 

#OS; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-OS copy=CDP_Copy -lun 137; 

 

#Exchange Data; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 copy=CDP_Copy -lun 151; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 copy=CDP_Copy -lun 152; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 copy=CDP_Copy -lun 153; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 copy=CDP_Copy -lun 154; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 copy=CDP_Copy -lun 155; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 copy=CDP_Copy -lun 156;    

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 copy=CDP_Copy -lun 157; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 copy=CDP_Copy -lun 158; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 copy=CDP_Copy -lun 159; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 copy=CDP_Copy -lun 160; 

 

 

#Add CDP_Copy_Volumes; 

#OS; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-OS copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-OS -lun 
93; 

 

#Exchange Logs; 
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add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG01-05 -lun 45; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG06-10 -lun 46; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG11-15 -lun 47; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG16-20 -lun 48; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG21-25 -lun 49; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG26-30 -lun 50; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG31-35 -lun 51; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG36-40 -lun 52; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG41-45 -lun 53; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG46-50 -lun 54; 

       

 

#Exchange Data; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG01-05 -lun 97; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG06-10 -lun 98; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG11-15 -lun 99; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG16-20 -lun 100; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG21-25 -lun 101; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG26-30 -lun 102; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG31-35 -lun 103; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG36-40 -lun 104; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG41-45 -lun 105; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 copy=CDP_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG46-50 -lun 106; 

 
Adding CRR 
copies 

#Create CRR Copy; 

#OS; 

create_copy name=CRR_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-OS site=Site-B; 

 

#Exchange Data; 

create_copy name=CRR_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 site=Site-B; 
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create_copy name=CRR_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 site=Site-B; 

create_copy name=CRR_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 site=Site-B; 

create_copy name=CRR_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 site=Site-B; 

create_copy name=CRR_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 site=Site-B; 

create_copy name=CRR_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 site=Site-B; 

create_copy name=CRR_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 site=Site-B; 

create_copy name=CRR_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 site=Site-B; 

create_copy name=CRR_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 site=Site-B; 

create_copy name=CRR_Copy group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 site=Site-B; 

 

#Add Journals; 

#OS;  

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-OS copy=CRR_Copy -lun 11; 

 

#Exchange Data; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 copy=CRR_Copy -lun 13; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 copy=CRR_Copy -lun 15; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 copy=CRR_Copy -lun 17;  

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 copy=CRR_Copy -lun 19; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 copy=CRR_Copy -lun 21; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 copy=CRR_Copy -lun 23; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 copy=CRR_Copy -lun 25; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 copy=CRR_Copy -lun 27; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 copy=CRR_Copy -lun 29; 

add_volume type=journal group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 copy=CRR_Copy -lun 31; 

 

 

#Add CRR_Copy_Volumes; 

#OS; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-OS copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-OS -lun 
2; 

 

#Exchange Logs; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG01-05 -lun 4; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG06-10 -lun 6;  

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG11-15 -lun 8;   

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG16-20 -lun 10;  

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG21-25 -lun 12; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG26-30 -lun 14;  

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG31-35 -lun 16;  

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG36-40 -lun 18;  

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
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LOG-SG41-45 -lun 20;  

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-
LOG-SG46-50 -lun 22;  

                                                                                                     

#Exchange Data; 

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG01-05 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG01-05 -lun 50;    

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG06-10 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG06-10 -lun 51;    

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG11-15 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG11-15 -lun 52;    

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG16-20 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG16-20 -lun 53;   

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG21-25 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG21-25 -lun 54;   

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG26-30 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG26-30 -lun 55;   

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG31-35 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG31-35 -lun 56;   

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG36-40 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG36-40 -lun 57;   

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG41-45 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG41-45 -lun 58;   

add_volume type=replication group=SITE-A-EX-01-SG46-50 copy=CRR_Copy replication_set=EX-01-DB-
SG46-50 -lun 59; 
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